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China’s deepening engagement with Africa is attracting growing interest because it holds clues to the way in which China is managing its emerging power status. The prevailing analyses of the Sino-African relationship, however, tend to focus almost exclusively on its economic dimensions, identifying resource extraction and market access as the primary motivations for Chinese activities in Africa. While there is a confluence of interest between China’s need for raw materials to support its domestic economy and Africa’s desire for increased investment to fund development, it is argued here that China’s interest in Africa also derives from the role the continent plays in China’s grand strategy. China is structuring its relationship with Africa to erode the very axioms that underpin the current global order, posing a fundamental challenge to Western hegemony. China is strengthening its ability to achieve its broader strategic goal of crafting a Beijing Consensus that can successfully challenge, if not usurp, the prevailing Washington Consensus.

As an emerging power, China’s economic, military and political activities have attracted considerable attention. Most of this attention has been directed towards examining China’s role within Asia, given that this is the geopolitical region where its footprint is greatest. However, as China’s economic power increases there is also growing interest in China’s activities in other parts of the globe including in Africa.¹

In large part, the expanding focus of analyses of China’s engagement in Africa is linked to speculation as to Chinese motivations and the consequences this may hold for the global order. The frameworks adopted for understanding China’s activities in Africa, however, tend towards preoccupation with China’s trade and aid relations with that region, viewing these relationships in purely instrumental terms. Consequently, most commentators continue to see Africa as a base from which China can draw resources to augment its economic power, thereby challenging the global economic position of the United States and/or using this to underpin its economic dominance within Asia. An examination of the economic foundations of China’s engagement with Africa can be instructive for understanding the dynamics of China’s rise. Yet, this provides an incomplete picture of China’s relationship with African nations. A more comprehensive understanding of this relationship could be achieved through considering the longer term, broader strategic interests fuelling China’s forays into Africa.

Such an analysis has been attempted by some scholars. However, these works invariably perceive Africa’s place in China’s grand strategic calculations as similar to that which Africa occupies in the grand strategies of other great powers. While the objective strategic importance of Africa must be acknowledged as factoring significantly in China’s motivations for deepening its engagement with this continent, continuing to view Africa in this limited way not only yields a partial explanation of the strategic foundations of the developing Sino-African relationship. It also frequently lends itself to the conclusion that China’s interest in Africa is predominantly about challenging US military and economic hegemony. A more helpful approach is to consider Africa’s strategic importance to China in the context of historical antecedents and the political, diplomatic and cultural opportunities available. African engagement is thus instrumental for China achieving its broader grand strategic objective of creating a ‘Beijing Consensus’ to replace the prevailing Washington Consensus.2

This article is an attempt to explore the strategic foundations of China’s current activities in Africa and to contribute to a more nuanced discussion regarding both Africa’s general strategic importance as well as the instrumentality of including Africa in analysis of China’s grand strategy. The article begins with a brief examination of the prevailing discourse on the Sino-African relationship, showing that it frequently construes the relationship as one almost exclusively concerned with China’s quest to obtain resources to fuel its economic growth and African states’ efforts to achieve their development objectives. In identifying the shortcomings of a discourse that omits engagement with broader strategic questions regarding China’s involvement in Africa, the overall strategic importance of Africa to China and other world powers will be laid out. The article will then explore the additional strategic considerations motivating China’s activities in Africa, suggesting that together these amount to a strong indication that China’s role in Africa should be more accurately seen as part of its grand strategy to construct a ‘Beijing Consensus’ that can effectively challenge the current ‘Washington Consensus’.

2 “Washington Consensus” was a term initially adopted by economists in the 1980s to refer to a model of economic development predicated on neoliberal economic principles and promoted by international institutions such as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund as well as the US Treasury and State Department. John Williamson, ‘A Short History of the Washington Consensus’, presented at From the Washington Consensus towards a new Global Governance, Fundación CIDOB, Barcelona, 24–25 September 2004, <http://www.iie.com/publications/papers/williamson0904-2.pdf>. In this article, the term is used to refer both to the norms and principles promoted by the United States as a global hegemon, as well as to the framework that underpins the current international order. Concomitantly, the term “Beijing Consensus” is used here to refer to a new global order grounded in norms characterising China’s approach to international relations. For similar uses of the term see Giovanni Arrighi and Lu Zhang J., ‘Beyond the Washington Consensus: A New Bandung?’, in J. Shenefer and P. Fernandez-Kelly (eds), Globalization and Beyond: Alternative Disciplinary Perspectives in the Study of Global Trade and Development (United States: Penn State University Press, 2011, forthcoming).
This article recognises that Africa is a diverse continent and that China has tailored its engagement with each country in Africa to respond to this heterogeneity and that each African nation has responded likewise. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this article, ‘Africa’ as a region and China’s meta-relationship with it will be the focus of analysis. While this approach risks glossing over intra-regional specificities, the purpose of this paper is to help to begin to bridge a gap in the literature regarding China’s grand strategic objectives and its engagement in Africa. At this level, there is much in common between China’s relationship with individual African states and it is therefore considered reasonable in this instance to view Africa as a whole.

Explaining China’s Role in Africa

Even the most casual observer of China’s activities in Africa cannot help but note the importance of resource extraction and trade to the developing Sino-African relationship. Therefore, a significant proportion of scholarly work has focused on explaining China’s role in Africa through the prism of trade and development. Some analysts have analysed the balance of trade between China and Africa, noting the exponential rise in the value of trade flowing between the parties: US$90 billion worth of trade flowed between China and Africa in 2009, an 18 percent increase on 2006 levels and causing China to generate a US$13 billion trade deficit with Africa.

This trade relationship is not new or comparatively very substantial; Africa represents only four percent of China’s total trade. What interests these analysts, however, is the rapidity of growth in the volume of trade (Chinese imports almost doubled between 2006 and 2009) and the consequences that this trajectory will have on cementing commercial and political ties between Africa and China. The quality and quantity of trade is deemed to be linked to each party’s mutually reinforcing goals. On the one hand, China is seeking resources to power the manufacturing sector that has formed an integral base for its economic growth and development project. China is also looking to establish markets for its products to fund its continued economic rise. On the other hand, Africa is endeavouring to generate income to finance its poverty alleviation efforts, promote domestic consumption, and support industrialisation to underpin economic development and increase integration into the global economy.

5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
The professed virtues of this economic connection are viewed less sanguinely by other scholars who point to the adverse impact that resource extraction has on limiting the scope of industrial development in Africa, as well as the strangling of local manufacturing industries that occur when cheap Chinese imported goods are effectively ‘dumped’ on African markets.  

Here it is argued that despite inevitable scarcity contributing to increasing resource prices over the longer term, the encouragement that Chinese trade relations provide to Africa’s specialisation as a primary producer necessarily undermines efforts to develop and diversify local productive capacity. This trade partnership, therefore, is not one between equals, but one that recreates the core-periphery divide that was perceived to characterise earlier European engagement in Africa and which threatens a similar consequence: compromising Africa’s ability to pursue genuine social and economic development.

Even more critical are those who focus on the political elements of China’s trade and aid links with Africa. They point to the unsavoury nature of some of the regimes with which China negotiates market access, secures preferential importing agreements, provides loans, and undertakes development aid projects.  

China’s actions are believed to reinforce the power base of African governments and leaders who are notorious for undemocratic practices and systemic human rights violations. Some commentators go further, suggesting that the ‘non-conditionality’ and ‘non-interference’ principles that are central to the loan, aid, trade and investment agreements offered by China undermine efforts of the United States and other Western liberal democracies to encourage African states to structurally modify their domestic political-economies to improve governance, implement neo-liberal reforms and support democracy.

The problems with the above analyses of Sino-African relations are threefold: first, they risk hyperbolising the dangers of China’s interest in Africa, conflating influence with an excessive degree of control over the development of Africa’s economic and social policies, and downplaying any sense of autonomy that African leaders and communities exercise in crafting the relationship. There is little doubt that Chinese ‘no strings attached’
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investment is attractive, especially when compared with the constraining conditionality of Western donors/investors. Yet this does not change the fact that Africa possesses something that China and other states want, which necessarily improves Africa’s bargaining position within these relationships and enhances its capacity to play powers off against each other.

Second, these analysts provide a selective reading of European and US engagement with Africa, falsely contrasting the current, supposedly unscrupulous investment decisions by China with the principled, edifying economic relationship cultivated by the West. This conveniently ignores the history of the West’s dealings with autocratic African regimes. It also dismisses the extent to which China’s commercial dealings can be influenced by international opinion. Paradoxically perhaps, this is because the Chinese model does not create a distinction between business and the state, unlike Western states which can distance themselves from the actions of their private sectors.

Third, these works unduly privilege the economic dimensions of the Sino-African relationship, viewing the short-term material objectives of both China and African nations as definitive. Although resource extraction and capital inflows are important to both parties, these considerations cannot fully explain all the dimensions of China’s activities in Africa. Some scholars have recognised this and have attempted to explore the broader strategic motivations and consequences of China’s African engagement. However, the shortcomings of these analyses flow from a historically static view of Africa where China’s strategic interests in the continent are seen to mirror that of previous European powers. Consequently, China’s grand strategy as played out in Africa is often conceived as neo-imperialist, creating new spheres of influence and cycles of dependence. China is also viewed as the newest player in the ‘scramble’ for Africa’s resources, its courting of African regimes motivated by a desire to squeeze out the United States, Europe and others by establishing itself as Africa’s preferred
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trade/investment partner, and hoping this will pay dividends as resources become more scarce.\textsuperscript{18}

Although more nuanced, these approaches seem to just refit the economic construction of the Sino-African relationship to a strategic framework of analysis. But the relationship between China and Africa is more than one of mutually beneficial economic convenience and more complex than the impression derived only through drawing parallels with Africa’s strategic importance to the great powers of the past. Rather, looking at Africa’s contemporary strategic significance as well as the way in which it is being positioned in China’s longer-term strategic calculations provides a more rounded sense of China’s strategic objectives and interests at play. Africa’s overall strategic importance is historically consistent as a source of resources to support economic development and as a major maritime chokepoint. It is also unique to the present strategic landscape as the point of intersection for transnational security threats, as a base for projection of US military power, for the questions it raises regarding the robustness of the tenets of the established global international order, and for the diplomatic power contained within its newly independent states.

\textbf{Africa’s Strategic Significance Today}

Due to the seemingly intractable nature of some of the social, political and economic problems that have befallen countries in Africa, it is true to say that the continent has in recent times attracted more interest as a ‘humanitarian pet project’ for the international community than for its strategic importance in the designs of great powers. This is not to suggest that Africa has never featured in grand strategy calculations. Certainly past European colonial powers such as Britain, France, The Netherlands and Portugal placed strategic significance on Africa in the course of executing their imperialist projects and competition for global dominance.\textsuperscript{19} Africa was particularly important to these states from the fifteenth to early twentieth centuries for trade routes, as a source of slaves/bonded labour for domestic production, for imports of natural resources,\textsuperscript{20} for establishment of corporate outposts and factories, and for the location of military bases. Wars were also fought between the powers for control of African territory.

With the success of abolitionism by the late nineteenth century and the advent of the decolonisation movement in the Global South in the second


half of the twentieth century, some of the European powers’ strategic goals in Africa became increasingly untenable. At the same time, one of the key motivations for the way in which the great powers sought to structure their engagement with Africa—namely lucrative resource extraction and uncontested trade routes maintained through territorial influence/control—remained in place. The means for achieving this strategic objective, however, had to shift towards more indirect measures such as trade agreements, development aid initiatives, and arms sales, all of which were also available for other non-European powers such as the United States, Russia and Japan to adopt.

Access to natural resources, some of which can only be found in Africa, therefore provides a historically consistent ground for Africa’s continued strategic significance, especially as these resources are used to support domestic industrial development, contribute to economic growth and consolidate economic power. While Africa’s gold was earlier the commodity of choice due to its role as a store of value and use in manufacturing, today oil from Africa is the pre-eminent resource of interest to global powers. Diminishing domestic stocks in countries such as the United States and political risks associated with other suppliers in the Persian Gulf have catalysed efforts to diversify energy supply bases with the dual intention of weathering any future shocks to oil prices caused by disruption in supplies as well as being the ‘last state standing’ in the struggle for control of the last drop of the finite resource.

Linked to resource extraction and trade, Africa remains geo-strategically important because of the location of one of the major maritime chokepoints, Bab el Mandeb, connecting the Red Sea with the Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea. Adjacent to the Horn of Africa, it is proximate to the African nations of Eritrea, Djibouti and Somalia. More than 40 percent of the world’s
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22 However, more traditional means of exerting control over Africa as a means of achieving broader strategic objectives did not disappear completely: France, for instance, continued to overtly support (and in some cases were intimately involved in engineering) coups to secure regime changes in Angola. Adebajo, ‘An Axis of Evil? China, the United States and France in Africa’, pp. 227-58.
23 Migration patterns as well as enduring language and cultural connections are still considered by some writers as factoring in European grand strategy development. However, while these issues do influence the continued interests of these states in the African continent, culture cannot reasonably be viewed as operating in a strategically definitive way for major European states. See Ana Cristina Alves, ‘Chinese Economic Diplomacy in Africa: The Lusophone Strategy’, in Chris Alden, Daniel Large and Ricardo Soares de Oliveira (eds), China Returns to Africa: A Rising Power and a Continent Embrace (London: Hurst Publishers, 2008), pp. 69-81.
oil tankers pass through this narrow canal each year, blockage of which would require rerouting of ships around South Africa or directing cargo overland through Saudi Arabia at significant cost. Maintenance of sea lines of communication through Bab el Mandeb is therefore considered vital to states relying on oil supplies from the Persian Gulf and otherwise moving goods to Europe and the United States.

It is no coincidence, therefore, that the US military is paying increasing attention to the passageway, creating a new US African Command (AFRICOM) in 2008. Like the other Regional Commands, AFRICOM is a military-led command that promotes military-military cooperation. Addressing the United States’ broader security interests in Africa also comes within the purview of AFRICOM with its Africa Partnership Station East (APS-East) and Combined Joint Task Force–Horn of Africa (CJTF-HOA) specifically aimed at developing maritime surveillance, interdiction and other amphibious operational capacity and interoperability on the East African coast, including around Bab el Mandeb. AFRICOM also operates as a focal point through which civilian branches of the US government, such as USAID and the CIA, are able to direct their activities in Africa.

The creation of AFRICOM and its activities on the continent beyond its eastern coast are indicative of the strategic emphasis that the United States is placing on Africa and its view of Africa as a base from which it can project its military power. It is also linked to the growing acknowledgement in military and strategic policy circles that a variety of transnational security
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32 Motivation for the establishment of AFRICOM was based on the concern that security and military operations on the continent were being de-prioritised by the commands that previously exercised responsibility for the region as resources for these commands became increasingly focused on prosecuting the war efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq. The White House Office of the Press Secretary, ‘President Bush Creates a Department of Defense Unified Combatant Command for Africa’, 6 February 2007.

The need to address these security threats has piqued the interest of countries beyond the United States. Responses now include NATO’s counter-piracy \textit{Operation Ocean Shield} off the coast of Somalia,\footnote{Public Diplomacy Division, NATO HQ, 'Counter-piracy: Operation Ocean Shield', 28 January 2010, <http://www.nato.int/nato_static/assets/pdf/pdf_2010_01/20100204_20100128_Fact_Sheet_Counterpiracy.pdf> [Accessed 7 December 2010].} the European Union’s establishment of Frontex to intercept and deter irregular migration particularly from northern Africa,\footnote{For Frontex’s mandate see, <http://www.frontex.europa.eu/>.} and Japanese funding for peacekeeping training centres.\footnote{Joint Communique regarding the Reinforcement of the Cooperative Relationship between Japan and the African Union, August 2010, signed by Katsuya Okada, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Japan and Jean Ping, Chairperson of the African Union Commission, <http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/africa/au/visit_1008.html> [Accessed 7 December 2010]; Ampiah, ‘The Ideological, Political and Economic Imperatives in China and Japan’s Relations with Africa’, pp. 294-313.} All these activities are motivated at least in part by the desire to build military-civilian links to eliminate or at least localise security threats to prevent them from escalating into incidents that risk impacting in far more costly and direct ways on Western powers and their interests. Addressing these threats is acknowledged by Washington as instrumental to confronting the challenge posed by China to Western hegemony in the region.\footnote{Paul B. Jackson, ‘Missions and Pragmatism in American Security Policy in Africa’, \textit{Contemporary Security Policy}, vol. 30, no. 1 (2009), pp. 45-9.}

These transnational security threats also influence the international consensus on managing aspects of the global order.\footnote{Lloyd Sachikonye, ‘Crouching Tiger, Hidden Agenda?: Zimbabwe-China Relations’, in Ampiah and Naidu (eds), \textit{Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Africa and China} (South Africa: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2008), p. 124.} For instance, egregious human rights abuses, including those which amount to genocide and war crimes in states such the Democratic Republic of Congo, raise questions regarding the implementation of the rule of law and international humanitarian law.\footnote{Devon Curtis, ‘Partner or Predator in the Heart of Africa: Chinese Engagement with the DRC’, in Ampiah and Naidu (eds), \textit{Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Africa and China} (South Africa: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2008), pp. 86-107.} Further, the fallout from civil wars such as in Sudan raises questions regarding the role of peacekeeping coalitions.\footnote{Adebajo, ‘An Axis of Evil? China, the United States and France in Africa’, pp. 231-2.} Patchy improvements in poverty elimination put into doubt the pursuit of environmentally sustainable development, the collective commitment to achieve the UN Millennium Development Goals and the success of structural reforms promoted by international financial institutions for delivering
promised economic development outcomes.\textsuperscript{41} Although the grand strategies of major powers do not turn on each of these issues by themselves, the manner in which they are addressed speaks to the broader ideational challenges they pose, and evidence the constraints posed to states’ grand strategies.

Similarly influential in the strategic calculations of global powers is the diplomatic power able to be leveraged by Africa in multilateral forums.\textsuperscript{42} Fifty-four African states have the potential to form a formidable force particularly through their membership in the Group of 77 (G-77) and other voting bloc activity in UN bodies. Outside of the UN, African states are vocal within other coalitions, including the Intergovernmental Group of Twenty-Four on International Monetary Affairs and Development (G-24) which promotes developing countries’ interests in international policy arenas dominated by states of the global North.\textsuperscript{43}

Africa’s strategic importance today is thus not limited to its ability to operate as one of the world’s oil rigs or its capacity to facilitate or strangle efficient global trade. It also rests in the base it provides for the United States to more effectively project its military power, as well as to address transnational security concerns. In addition, Africa comprises a sizeable group of sovereign states able to exercise diplomatic power. Paths to securing a dominant foothold in Africa must therefore necessarily feature in the grand strategies of global powers such as the United States and emerging powers like China. Efforts to ensure strategic dominance will also only be effective to the extent that they reflect the broader strategic significance of Africa and do not focus entirely on traditional perceptions of the continent. The following section will explore the ways in which China’s engagement in Africa is not only illustrative of China’s strategic vision beyond the Asia-Pacific but also demonstrates China’s understanding of the role that Africa can and does play in the achievement of its longer-term, grand strategic objectives.

**Chinese Strategic Objectives in Africa**

The strategic objectives underscoring China’s engagement in Africa fall into two broad categories. The first are those that relate to challenging US and Western powers’ hegemony in the region. In many ways, they provide the most obvious explanations of the strategic bases for China’s activities in


\textsuperscript{43} See <http://www.g77.org/> and <http://www.g24.org/> [Accessed 7 December 2010].
Africa. These include: constraining the United States’ military dominance in the Horn of Africa and the continent more generally; expanding the Chinese sphere of influence across the region so as to effectively encircle the United States (and to a lesser extent Europe), controlling trade routes and ensuring preferential trading relationships; building long-term energy security through controlling energy prices; and using aid/trade/economic relationships to secure legitimacy for territorial ambitions within Asia.44

The second range of objectives are less obvious and while derived from China’s historical connections with Africa45 they are focused on the very aim of undermining the Washington Consensus and rewriting the current global order through eroding the institutions and axioms that buttress the status quo. These objectives include: quelling criticism of Chinese autocratic government; promoting the virtues of state-led capitalism; building South-South solidarity; demonstrating that global stability can be achieved through respect for state autonomy; and socialising states to accept Chinese dominance. For the sake of analysis, each objective is explored here individually even though in reality these strategic objectives are often mutually reinforcing and interrelated.

**CHALLENGING US AND WESTERN HEGEMONY**

The establishment of AFRICOM is at least partly a response to the growing concern in Washington that US and European military dominance of Africa can no longer be taken for granted.46 The fact that Washington has not yet been able to successfully convince an African country to host its military command is perhaps an indication that unquestioned Western military domination has already come to a close.47 Although it does not have military bases in Africa, China has emerged as an effective challenger in three key ways. First, Chinese corporations have joined their Western counterparts in
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selling arms to African nations. In violation of UN arms embargoes and other internationally imposed sanctions, China has sold weapons to states such as Zimbabwe, Sudan and Liberia. While some commentators argue that such arms sales are ‘just business’, far from evidencing a policy of non-interference, such arms sales amount to de facto declarations regarding China’s willingness to militarily support regimes that are otherwise maligned by the West.

Second, through the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), China is intensifying its security relationship with Africa, conducting joint military training exercises and deploying peacekeepers. The United States and European nations are no longer the only powers to which Africa can turn to for support to enhance domestic military capabilities or in undertaking military operations. Conducting counter-terrorism operations in the region are also not exclusively the purview of the US with FOCAC asserting joint actions of China and its African partners in combating terrorism.

Possibly the most important way in which China challenges Western military dominance of Africa is through its promotion of the principle of ‘Solving African problems by Africans’. In practice this translates to a commitment by China to use its power to ensure that international mechanisms cannot be harnessed to support military intervention in African states in violation of their sovereignty. China is thus acting as a viable alternative military partner in Africa and thereby limiting the ability of the United States to leverage its military power to achieve its strategic objectives in the region.

Geo-strategically, the deepening connections between China and African nations are allowing Beijing to expand its sphere of influence beyond the Asian region and in doing so reduce the influence that the United States and Europe has on Africa. China’s relationships with states across Africa are increasingly being viewed as a zero-sum game for the global powers. Washington is concerned that apart from countries such as South Africa and
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Nigeria with long-standing historical connections to the West, many African states are now casting their lot in with China.

The combination of Chinese trade, aid, investment, diplomatic support and a sense of simply being ‘taken seriously’ by an emerging global power is eroding the West’s domination. Traditional projections of Western military dominance are also enjoying less traction in Africa. This perhaps explains also why AFRICOM is the United States’ first regional combatant command to prioritise civilian/advisory activities over direct military engagement and to have its headquarters outside the region. China is capitalising on the suspicion felt by a number of African countries towards moves by the United States to maintain, let alone enlarge its footprint in the region. China’s trade and development efforts are thus succeeding in more than simply increasing market penetration. They are effectively encircling US and European interests in Africa, eroding their historically superior position on the continent and forcing a reconfiguration of traditional modes of Western engagement.

As noted above, energy security is a key consideration for all states lacking sufficient domestic supplies to maintain production and contribute to economic growth. China is thus not unique in its search for stable oil and other natural resource supplies, although it is fair to suggest that the impetus for China to lock in these supplies is perhaps more intense because its current industrialisation, poverty reduction and economic growth rates cannot be sustained without a consistent supply of primary resources.

China’s interest in Africa’s petro-states has, however, been pursued in a manner that differs qualitatively from that of Western powers in three distinct ways. First, China has sought to develop energy supply relationships with smaller oil-producing African states which have hitherto been largely ignored by the bigger oil consumers. China has, for instance, sealed production deals with Gabon, Equatorial Guinea and the Republic of Congo (Brazzaville) without encountering much of a challenge from the West. Building confidence among smaller nations and learning how to do business
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56 ‘Pentagon: AFRICOM Won’t Boost U.S. Troop Presence on the Continent’, Inside the Army, 12 February 2007, cited in Lauren Ploch, Africa Command: U.S. Strategic Interests and the Role of the U.S. Military in Africa, CRS Report for Congress (2008), pp. 5-6. Ploch points out that while military operations remain part of AFRICOM’s mandate, they play no more than a ‘supporting’ role to the US’ economic development and other (non-traditional) security interventions in the region.
in Africa puts China in a stronger position in negotiations over oil deposits that are more hotly contested.

Second, China’s negotiations with the larger oil producers have been sweetened with integrated aid packages. Avoiding charges of exploitation levelled at Western interests, China has posited itself as a development partner and more attractive as a long-term investor. 60 Third, and perhaps most importantly, the fledgling nature of African extractive industries and the direct link between China’s oil companies and the state has allowed China to seal contracts that enable it to develop vertically integrated energy supplies. Through its state-owned oil companies China has been able to establish remarkable control over its energy supply chain from Africa, thereby significantly diminishing the political and other risks associated with oil investments from abroad. 61

Further, having vertically integrated, state-owned supplies means that China is less vulnerable to energy price fluctuations and could perhaps even delay the impact on its domestic economy of rising global energy prices. So while Chinese companies currently hold only two percent of Africa’s known oil reserves, 62 they are better insulated from market forces than the much larger Western investments. This leaves China in a superior strategic position regarding its current energy security and its future ability—should its share of investments continue to rise—to manipulate energy prices in a manner that could compromise the productive capacity and economic autonomy of Western states.

Finally, for all the non-conditionality of its aid and loan arrangements with African nations, China has consistently used these arrangements as a means to generate support for its territorial ambitions in Asia, most noticeably in the recognition of Taiwan as a part of the PRC. China has been quite successful in this regard and only four African states—Burkina Faso, Gambia, São Tomé and Príncipe, and Swaziland—have diplomatic relations with Taiwan. Some African nations have ‘switched sides’ within the past decade (South Africa in 1998, Liberia in 2003, Senegal in 2005 and Chad in 2006), much to the chagrin of Taiwan. 63 This demonstrates that African support is valued for its contribution to China achieving its ‘One China’ reunification objective. 64 Whether China’s connections with Africa will
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fta=y> [Accessed 7 December 2010].
64 Tull, ‘The Political Consequences of China’s Return to Africa’, p. 117.
also be leveraged to support its other territorial claims, for instance over the Spratly Islands, remains to be seen.  

**ESTABLISHING A ‘BEIJING CONSENSUS’**

Africa is central to China’s long-term strategic objective to undermine the Washington Consensus that underwrites Western global hegemony. China is using its relationship with African nations to question the axioms that underpin the current global order, promoting an alternative, rival framework—a Beijing Consensus—for the conduct of international relations.

China has not hesitated to develop aid, trade, investment and military cooperation ties with regimes in Africa that are decried by Western powers for their failure to embrace democratic reforms, protect civil and political rights, promote transparency or accord with the tenets of ‘good governance’.  China maintains that its non-judgemental approach to its relationship with African nations arises from its fervent respect for state sovereignty and its belief that governments should be free to pursue their domestic political agendas free from external interference.

This policy has a basis in self-interest that goes beyond the greater access it provides China to African markets. Promoting the principle of state sovereignty in Africa creates a *quid pro quo* for China, which is also concerned with dispelling domestic and international criticism of the autocratic nature of the Chinese government, its repressive actions in provinces such as Tibet and Xinjiang, and the stringent restrictions it imposes on freedoms of its citizens. Through its political, economic and military support for these regimes in Africa, China is demonstrating that liberal democracy need not be a pre-requisite for state stability or development success.

The capacity of African nations to pursue alternative development paths to that promoted by Western liberal democracies is greatly improved by China’s willingness to extend loans and undertake development projects in direct competition with the finance and development initiatives offered by international financial institutions (IFIs) such as the International Monetary
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65 D. Lai, ‘China’s Maritime Quest’.


67 China’s relaxation of its non-interference policy with respect to Sudan occurred only after overwhelming international pressure and was limited to convincing Sudan to agree to a UN peacekeeping force, not, as many human rights activists demanded, withdrawing Chinese investment from the country. This case is arguably the exception that proves the rule. See S. Srinivasan, ‘A Marriage Less Convenient: China, Sudan and Darfur’, in Ampiah and Naidu (eds), *Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Africa and China* (South Africa: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2008), pp 55-85.
Unlike the IMF or the World Bank, China does not mandate neo-liberal economic reforms as a pre-requisite for receiving its assistance. Western governments have admitted that China's ability to break the IFI monopoly on financial aid has undermined their ability to encourage African countries to align their economic policies with the prevailing neo-liberal approach; calls to reduce industry protection, privatise state-owned enterprises, eliminate government subsidies and reduce government regulation of vital industries can now be more effectively resisted. This, together with the fact that Chinese investment in Africa is driven by its national corporations, further promotes the virtues of state-led capitalism in direct contrast to the Washington Consensus model of development.

China challenging the influence of international institutions on the African continent is not limited to IFIs. China has continued to present itself to its African counterparts as a developing country, albeit one that has made good, and which believes it has an obligation to use its newfound economic and diplomatic power to support fellow developing states. China has not forgotten the role African states played in its attainment of a veto on the UN Security Council and has used its vote and continued membership of the G-77 to insulate African regimes from international sanctions. Similarly, African states have used their voting power in other UN bodies to protect China from criticism. These demonstrations of 'Southern solidarity' in international forums have frustrated Western states who view China and African nations' behaviour as little more than regime solidarity, hamstringing the consensus required to act as a global community. China and Africa, however, consider their actions as challenging the inequality inherent in these institutions of global governance and have committed to reforming these institutions to better reflect their interests and those of developing countries more generally. Finally, China is using Africa as a stage for testing its 'soft power' leverage. China is actively promoting Chinese culture—social, political and business—in the region through the
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establishment of Confucian institutes, migration programmes, tourism initiatives and volunteer brigades. The aim is to both challenge Western cultural dominance and appeal, and to ease states into accepting increasing Chinese influence on the continent.75

The Sino-African relationship has thus begun to challenge the notion promoted by the West that global stability is best achieved through the creation of a normative consensus across states on matters of domestic policy. Mao’s Tse-Tung’s call to “let a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend” is finding traction in China’s approach to Africa, assisted in no small measure by the perceived failure of the West’s colonial project in the region. While it remains to be seen if China’s enthusiasm for diversity will persist over the longer term, for now it is successfully eroding the normative dominance of the Washington Consensus in Africa and encouraging its replacement with a Beijing Consensus that focuses on respect for state autonomy, rejection of a democratic polity and wariness of neo-liberal economic structures.

Underestimating Africa’s Importance in Chinese Grand Strategy

Too frequently China’s engagement with Africa is viewed ahistorically and as emanating purely from unadulterated economic motivations for resources and market access. Such reading ignores the way in which China’s trade and quests for energy security are indicative of a broader strategic plan to challenge traditional Western domination within Africa and, ultimately, to create a credible alternative to the prevailing global order that aligns more closely with China’s interests while simultaneously eroding the very foundations of Western global dominance.

The United States and other Western nations cannot afford to simply view China’s activities in Africa only through the lens of a tussle for economic primacy because this will leave the way open for China to use Africa as a springboard for achieving its broader strategic aims. At the same time, an awareness that China is playing a bigger strategic game in Africa should not encourage the West to prepare for direct confrontation with China over the continent. Such an approach would not only prove futile but probably be counter-productive. It would demonstrate a misunderstanding of China’s overall strategic approach, framing dominance of Africa in terms of a chess game where success is measured by linear progression, constrained movements, head-on engagements and ultimate annihilation.76 More appropriate is to view Chinese strategy in Africa in terms of a Chinese weiqi

game where success is achieved through encirclement and by adding to one’s arsenal rather than subtracting from an opponent’s. Victory is relational and attained through superior positioning.\textsuperscript{77} Adopting this framework better explains not only the strategic motivations for China’s engagement with Africa, but also how the Sino-African relationship furthers Chinese grand strategy. China’s role in Africa can thus be understood as consistent with achieving direct aims of economic primacy, territorial influence and limiting the projection of US military power, as well as contributing to efforts to replace the prevailing Washington Consensus.
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